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 The input dataset to the CORA distribution still contains erroneous data 
despite the currently implemented automatic detection criteria 
 

  Insufficient detection efficiency 
 

 
 At the visual inspection step, the operator observes that low occurence 

oceanic events are often classified as erroneous data 
 
  The amount of false alarms can reach 70 % 
 
 
 
 How can we improve the automatic detection procedure ?  



 

Alert raising strategies are required to automatically detect quality problems.  

 

For near-real-time or delayed-time procedures, it is usually unavoidable to 
complement them with human control and decision steps.  

 

In order to reduce the boring, expensive and subjective human step to its 
minimum necessary level, the design of an optimal alert raising strategy 
should have two main objectives:  

 

① maximize the number of bad data detections  

 

② minimize the number of false alarms.  

   



 

One typical strategy to detect erroneous data consists in checking if  

 

            an observation-derived parameter value falls inside some validity interval 

 

 

 A geographically-based criterion will obviously better account for local 
and specific conditions and should be more efficient. 

 

 The definition of the validity interval is critical :  

the underlying statistical assumptions may have opposite effects 
regarding the above-mentioned objectives 1 and 2.  

 

 Of course, the estimation of the required statistical parameters may be 
affected by the representativity of the dataset used in such a preliminary 
task. 

 



The automatic quality check procedures currently implemented in the real-time and delayed-
time CORIOLIS processing chains both use intervals based on local standard deviation 
estimates, i.e. mean +/- N*std, with N constant (6/5). Such a usual choice implies strong 
hypothesis about the data distribution characteristics. It is assumed to :  

 

1. be unimodal 

 

2. be symmetric i.e. without skewness 
In the case of skewed distributions, hypothesis 2 leads to over-detection on one side of the 
distribution and under-estimation on the other one. In order to reduce spurious outlier 
detection, N is usually increased to values as high as 5-6, leading to an increased number of 
real outliers that cannot be detected and an overall loss of efficiency. 

 

3. have a constant departure from a Gaussian shape (as long as N is constant), i.e. 
constant kurtosis 

In the case of variable kurtosis in the actual distributions, e.g. from one geographical area to 
the other, hypothesis 3 will induce a non-homogeneous degree of detection efficiency. A 
solution to get an optimal local N value would imply accounting for the actual local kurtosis, 
which is, in general, impossible to estimate with sufficient statistical robustness.  
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True salinity distribution 

Gaussian model - same variance 

False Alarm (FA) probability 

Inefficient Detection (ID) probability 

An example of nearly-Gaussian assumption impact : 

a skewed salinity distribution typical of fresh water input / 

advection area 

 
nearly-Gaussian case 

N = 3 does a good job 

 
Skewed distribution 

N = 3 : FA       

FA and ID optimization  

are contradictory ! 

N = 5 : FA        but t ID  



Here, an approach that does not require assumptions 1, 2 and 3 is proposed.  

 

 

The validity interval is defined from the minimum and maximum values ever observed.  

 

 

Min/Max values were estimated from the historical ARGO dataset from beginning up to 
March 2014 (1.2 million profiles from nearly 10,000 platforms) after manual quality 
control.  
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Salinity interval  amplitude ratio 

Salinity interval center shift 



An example of improved detection : 

ARGO Profiler 6901449 deployed in early 2015 



On-going work and perspectives 

 The method is being used for the preparation of the CORA 4.2 distribution 

 

 The reference Min/Max fields are being updated with historical CTD casts (from the ARGO 
Delayed-Mode Quality Check dataset, C. Coatanoan) 

 

 Undergoing update with the latest delayed-mode Sea Mammals dataset (F. Roquet) to enrich 
the Min/Max fields especially at high latitudes 

 

 Collaboration with F. Roquet for a future version of his DM dataset 

 

 Improve the Min/Max statistical robustness at high latitudes using a geographical grid with 
homogeneous cell surface 

 

 Implementation in the Real-Time Coriolis processing chain for comparison with the current 
methodology  



 



 Soon … 
 

•Mix with Z/T/S min/max detection 

 

•Compare to Coriolis and CORA flags 

 

•Apply to non-ARGO data (moorings, gliders) 


